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Abstract
We present a web interface to visualize the midsagittal

plane of the human mouth during speech. Given an articulated
sentence, we estimate the corresponding articulatory trajecto-
ries and visualize the same. This web interface provides a com-
prehensive view of the articulators’ trajectories and could serve
as an important tool for speech training.

Index Terms: Electromagnetic articulograph, Acoustic to
articulatory inversion, Midsaggital plane visualization

1. Introduction
Production of a speech involves a complex and precise com-
bination of multiple articulators in the vocal tract [1]. To un-
derstand this complex procedure better, it is crucial to under-
stand the relationship between the articulators’ movement and
the sound produced as a result. The process of estimating
these articulators’ trajectories from the acoustic speech signal is
known as Acoustic to Articulatory Inversion (AAI). The initial
approaches involved code-book based procedures [2], followed
by statistical modelling [3]. Later approaches adopted neural
networks based modelling [4, 5, 6] and currently, the state-of-
the-art results are achieved by Transformer-based model [7].

Applications : But more than just a theoretical problem
that is to be solved, AAI has numerous practical applications in
the real world. With the advent of the internet, the number of an-
imated movies and games has been steadily increasing. Graphic
animators could benefit greatly from an automated system that
could animate the oral movements of animated characters based
solely on input speech or text. Further, real-time AAI could as-
sist individuals in speech training by providing them with visual
feedback of the articulators. This provides more details on the
trajectories of the articulators present deeper in the oral cavity,
which otherwise is very difficult to visualize.

Furthermore, when compared to acoustic signals, certain ar-
ticulatory movements have been shown to be speaker-invariant
[8]. As a result, the inclusion of articulatory features is shown to
aid ASR when compared to using only acoustic features [9, 10].

Past attempts : Given the multitude of applications, there
have been past attempts to visualize the articulators from either
the acoustic or articulatory data. Though there is significant lit-
erature that models the 3D tongue dynamically [11, 12, 13, 14],
there are very few works that reconstructs the complete mid-
sagittal plane, that animates more than just the tongue [15, 16].
In fact, a simple 2D model that showcases both the tongue and
lips is sufficient, many times better than a complex 3D model,
to understand the data at hand better [15]. Such a simple anima-
tion could be found on Google 1 but is very naive and restricted
to a single word.

Contributions : In this paper, we present a web interface
that recreates the complete 2D midsagittal plane with the abil-

1https://www.google.com/search?q=acoustics+pronunciation
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Figure 1: Overview of the web interface

ity to visualize sentences of any length. We recreate the main
articulators, namely the uvula, tongue, teeth, lips and jaw. We
employ an AAI model to estimate the articulatory trajectories
that produce a given acoustic signal. Further, the estimated tra-
jectories are utilized to recreate the complete midsagittal plane
of the human mouth. The uvular positions are approximated
based on the nasality of the articulated phoneme. Unlike previ-
ous attempts, we reconstruct the complete midsagittal plane of
the human mouth that works on sentences of any length.

2. Dataset
A set of 460 phonetically balanced English sentences are con-
sidered from the MOCHA-TIMIT corpus as the stimuli for
data collection from 38 subjects. Six sensors were glued on
different articulators, viz. Upper Lip (UL), Lower Lip (LP),
Jaw, Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Body (TB), and Tongue Dor-
sum (TD). We simultaneously recorded audio signals using a
microphone and articulatory movement data using Electromag-
netic Articulograph (EMA) AG501[17]. In this work, only the
movements in the midsagittal plane are considered, correspond-
ing to horizontal and vertical directions. Thus, we have twelve
articulatory trajectories denoted by ULx, ULy, LLx, LLy, Jawx,
Jawy, TTx, TTy, TBx, TBy, TDx, TDy. More details on the
dataset can be found in [7].

3. Overview
The proposed framework consists of 2 parts, estimation of ar-
ticulatory trajectories from the acoustic signal, visualizing the
estimated trajectories (Fig 1).

AAI model : The input acoustic signal is represented as 13-
dimensional MFCCs features. These are in turn processed by a
neural network-based AAI model to estimate the articulatory
movements.

wav2vec 2.0 : The predicted articulators give control over
regions of tongue, lips and Jaw. To estimate the movement of
uvula, we use a phoneme estimator to know if the sound in a
frame is nasal or non-nasal. We employ a wav2vec 2.0 Large
model [18] pre-trained on LibriVox (LV-60k) and fine-tuned on
CommonVoice to recognize phonetic labels. With this informa-
tion, we control the position of the uvula.

Visualization using Bezier Curves : The estimated points
are then utilized to construct multiple bezier curves, which
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Figure 2: A sample output snippet. The estimated phoneme is
printed above the animation. Note that in Frame A, where the
articulated phoneme is nasal (n), the uvula is open. In Frame
B, note that the lips touch each other to articulate the phoneme
p.

make up the animation. A bezier curve is a parametric curve,
defined by control points that yields a smooth and continuous
curve. They are commonly used in computer graphics and re-
lated areas. The 12 estimated points (corresponding to 6 ar-
ticulators per frame), acting as the control points of the bezier
curves, determine the position and structure of the articulators.
We have tested the visualization on multiple subjects with sev-
eral sentences and observed that it has generalized well (Fig 2).

Figure 3: Sample snippet of the web page

4. Functionality
The user is given 2 options (Fig 3), either to play an existing ex-
ample or upload an audio file and visualize the same. If a file is
uploaded, the audio is resampled to 16kHz before extracting the
MFCCs. The MFCCs are utilized by a pre-trained AAI model to
estimate the articulatory trajectories at 100Hz, which is down-
sampled for the animation. Also, the corresponding phonemes
are estimated by a pre-trained wav2vec model from the raw
waveform and are downsampled to align with articulatory tra-
jectories. Finally, the trajectories are visualized at 24 FPS. We
use Librosa for preprocessing, PyTorch for model inference and
StreamLit for frontend. More resources on the project can be
found at https://spire.ee.iisc.ac.in/spire/aaimpvis.php.

5. Discussion
The web interface allows users to visualize the midsaggital
plane for any articulated sentence. We employ an AAI model

to estimate the articulatory trajectories from the acoustic space
and visualize the estimated values with beizer curves, as an an-
imation. In the future, we plan to improve the anatomical cor-
rectness of the articulators and their movements.
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